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Abstract
Simulation and virtual reality in medicine, aerospace, weather
forecasting, traffic engineering, architecture and many more industries
as a reliable and cost worthy alternative for research and development
of new technological models. Vector data processing having set of values
available for the geometric projection. Objects in real life don’t have a
deterministic shape and size it is not possible to apply geometric
equation that might model them. Many shapes are propagated by
Convex Hull or Convex Envelope for a realistic view of real world model.
As Brute Force, Gift Wrap and Quick Hull algorithm sequential
algorithms are constructed and tested for the convex hull. In this paper
we constructed parallel Convex Hull algorithms and check the
performance on parallel models (OpenMP, MPI and Hybrid) for the
simulation data in medical environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
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algorithm and to take off real object with

Today, researches on surgical education
depend heavily on VR simulators that
become the training method in the medical
field [11][12]. simulator play

a very

important role in learning by allowing user
especially medical or biological student and
medical practitioner to examine and study
organs or human body structure in a way
that were not possible before few years
earlier. Similarly surgeons (as well as
student) can gain a valuable experience by
performing a particular surgery with an
anatomical accuracy and realism as it is
actually achieved in the real world. Thus,
the surgeon can practice his operations
before he proceeds and operates on the

collision detection in real world. On other
side

every

real

world

object

of

nondeterministic shape may have several
boundary points to calculate these huge
data for convex envelope generation
several sequential algorithms are available.
As Brute Force, Gift Wrap and Quick Hull
algorithm

sequential

algorithms

are

constructed and tested for the convex hull.
In this paper we tried to develop the
parallel

convex

hull

algorithm

which

concludes the huge boundary point in
convex envelope by using parallel models
(OpenMP,

MPI

and

Hybrid).

Now

constructed convex envelope is used for the
simulation of real world object.

patients. Therefore, it reduces the risks to

In computer simulation is done with the

surgical patients and avoids the ethical

geometric equation many complex VR

issues

animal

(Virtual Reality) problems is based analysis

experimentation [1]. Since the real object

of geometry. An important problem that

does not have deterministic shape and size,

must be addressed to make VR more

it is very difficult to determine the

realistic is the problem of real-time

geometric equation for the same. To

interactive collision detection [2]. Collision

overcome this alternative way is to

Detection means two virtual objects should

construct the relative object is constructing

not intersect to each other. In VR geometric

the convex envelope with convex hull

equations are so precise that it needs high

associated

with
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speed algorithms with good performance.

problem into a series of smallest size QPP.

All these algorithm works with convex

Computing the convex hull of a static set of

object. Developing the convex envelope

n point set can be done in optimal O (n log

considering collision detection in geometric

n) time, e.g., with Graham’s scan [4] or

equation is very hard and this problem is

Andrew’s vertical sweep line variant of it.

known as NP-Hard. Convex hull (CH) is a

Optimal output sensitive algorithms are due

best suitable approach to model physical

to Kirkpatrick and Seidel also to Chan, they

objects that do not have deterministic

achieve O(n log n) running time, where h

shape and size. It plays an important role in

denotes the number of vertices on the

many applications that are based on cluster

convex hull [5]. A large number of shape

analysis, image processing and pattern

matching methods can be found in the

recognition [13]. As a programmer solving

literature. Some of them employ elastic

this type of complex memory intensive

deformation

problem with a great speed is possible in

comparison of directional histograms [8], or

Parallel Programming. All these convex hull

shocks and skeletal representations of

algorithms are sequential, In this paper we

object shape [9]. Lee proposed an approach

develop the parallel algorithm and check on

that

three

representation with Fourier descriptors for

basic

flavours

of

parallelism

of

templates

combines

[6]

polygon

[10],

curve

OpemMP,MPI and Hybrid. Every flavour

shape-based

have its own advantages and disadvantages

vertebrae[7].on

so finally we analyse the result for three

computers are going main stream because

flavours in terms of complexity.

clusters

retrieval

of

other

SMP

in

images

side

of

Parallel

(Symmetric

Multiprocessors) nodes provide support for

II. Previous Work

an ample collection of parallel programming
Many researchers have tried to find

paradigms. MPI and OpenMP are the trendy

probable methods to apply arrangement for

flavours in a parallel programming. The

large data sets. The sequential minimal

conventional parallel programming practice

optimization (SMO) [14] breaks the large QP

involves a pure Shared Memory Model [13].
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Usually using the OpenMP API [18], in

can be solved concurrently. Each part is

shared memory architecture, or a pure

further broken down to a series of

message passing model [13] using MPI API

instructions, Instructions from each part

[15], on distributed memory system .old

execute simultaneously on different CPUs

approach of doing parallelism involves pure

[16].

shared memory models. Usually in shared

programming

memory architecture uses of OpenMP API.

programming

For distributed MPI API once [17]. In this

abstraction above hardware and memory

paper we revive the parallel programming

architectures.

models in high performance computing

programming models using a pure shared

(HPC)

or distributed memory approach, shared

with

classification

of

parallel

programming models used today.

There

are

several

models;
models

Parallel

exist

Classification

parallel

of

as

an

parallel

memory OpenMP, and distributed memory
Message

III. Parallel Processing

Passing

specification

for

models(MPI)
message

is

a

passing

Parallel processing means use of two or

[19][18][20][21]. The real art of parallel

more processor for solving single problem.

programming is Load Balancing. Table-1

Traditionally software has been written for

explains the basic difference between these

serial computation, to be run on a single

hardware strategies.

computer having a single Central Processing
Unit (CPU), a problem is broken into a
discrete series of instructions. Instructions
are executed one after another, only one
instruction may execute at any moment in
time.

In

parallel

computing

is

the

simultaneous use of multiple compute
resources

to

solve

a

Depending on the memory used for
communication parallelism is grouped in
basic two levels distributed and shared
explain with diagram in Fig-1 and Fig-2
respectively.
Distributed Memory

computational

problem, to be run using multiple CPUs ,a
problem is broken into discrete parts that
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Computer. This type requires less code
modification than using MPI, OpenMP
directives can be treated as comments if
OpenMP is not available and Directives can
be added incrementally.
Fig 1. Distributed Memory Model
Limitation
Each processor has its own memory and
parallel programming by message passing

• OpenMP

(MPI).

distributed memory, (exception is Intel's

codes

not

suitable

for

OpenMP)
Shared Memory - Each processor shared
memory and two parallel programming

• Special type support compiler

approaches

• Gives lower parallel efficiency [21].

Message passing (MPI)

To achieve parallelism using OpenMP two

Directives-based interface – OpenMP

main approaches loop level and parallel
region parallelism also called fine grained
parallelism(Larger

Components),

coarse-grained

and

parallelism

respectively(Fewer Components).
MPI (Message Passing Interface) - A
standard Message Passing Interface (MPI) is
Fig 2. Shared Memory Model
OpenMP

-

Processing)
Programming

OpenMP
an

API

Interface)

originally

for

distributed

memory

(Open-Multi-

environments. MPI runs on both distributed

(Application

and shared memory model with portability.

used

Multi

threaded parallel processing. OpenMP used
shared memory Multi Processor (Core)

Coarse grain parallelism is present with
explicit messaging.
Limitation
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• Large overhead due to communication

basic geometric objects in the plane are

needs to be minimized as well as global

points, lines, segments, and polygons.

operations can be very expensive that’s why
transfer between the serial and parallel
code difficult.

Definition: T e convex hull of a set P of
points is the smallest convex set containing
P. (Fig-3 for A set of points and its convex

• Dynamic load balancing is often difficult
in MPI.

hull and Fig 4. Convex Hull)
We are given a set P of n points in the

Hybrid (OpenMP+MPI) - Hybrid rational

plane. We want to calculate something

model takes both advantages from the

called the convex hull of P. convex polygon

MPI/OpenMP with explicate decomposition

containing the points: polygon: A region of

of task placement it achieve simple and

the plane bounded by a cycle of line

fine-grain

Current

segments, called edges, joined end-to-end

hardware trend wit industry standard MPI

in a cycle. Points where two successive

and OpenMP. By adding OpenMP limitation

edges meet are called vertices.

parallelism.

Match

of MPI (scalability) is overcome. Assign
different no threads by OpenMP for load
balancing to achieve synchronization.

Convex: For any two points p; q inside the
polygon, the line segment pq is completely
inside the polygon. Smallest: Any convex
proper subset of the convex hull excludes at

Limitation:• Programming overhead as mixed mode
implementation for Communication.
• Not a solution to all parallel programs but
quite suitable for certain algorithms [21].

least one point in P.
This implies that every vertex of the convex
hull is a point in P (See Fig 4.).
A polygon is defined to be convex if for any
two points P1 and P2 inside the polygon,

IV. Convex Hull Algorithm
Geometric

algorithms

the directed line segment from P1 to P2 is
take

geometric

fully contained in the polygon.

objects of various types as their inputs. The
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Fig 5- Finding the extreme point a triangle
for each set of point p1, p2, p3.
All non- trapezium point consider for next
evaluation. With maximum co-ordinatesP1X, P2-Y ,P3-Z and P4 for maximum volume
as shown in Fig-7

Fig 4. Convex Hull
Constructing Convex Hull
Given P: Set of n points.
Convex

hull

of

P:

CH (P),

smallest

polyhedron structure contains all elements
of P on or in the interior of CH (P).
Point P1, P2, P3 is sorted by Quick Hull

Fig 6- Take max volume and eliminate the
point inside the trapezoid and go for the
further computation as considering new
trapezoid P1- P2-P3- P4

algorithm on 3-Cordinate system as shown
in Fig-5. Now calculate Maximum volume
for each set by eliminating trapezium as
shown in Fig-6.
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Fig 7. After considering all the boundary

From this analysis we conclude that convex

points the final 3D convex hull

hull algorithm using sequential, OpenMP,
MPI and Hybrid is tasted for the variant of

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS

data set and finally OpenMP gives good
All result taken on Second Generation Intel

result

Core i5 with 4 GB RAM system. Fig-8 shows

Processing. Hybrid is surprisingly better for

that Sequential processing takes more time

large data set with a better load balancing

as compared to OpenMP. It has been

techniques. Also we can improve the

observed that hybrid implementation for a

performance by proper load balancing at

larger point gives better result than smaller

hybrid paradigm.

as

compared

to

Sequential

point data set. In both cases if the point
data is large we choose parallel processing
with variant of data analysing.
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